
UNTIL A CURE
LIVING YOUR BEST LIFE WITH 

PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Non-Motor Symptoms



 This will not necessarily be all inclusive

 Every patient is dif ferent, and many people will never experience many of the 

symptoms we discuss today

 In general we will be discussing symptoms of idiopathic Parkinson’s disease, 

not other causes of “parkinsonism” except to occasionally point out how they 

are dif ferent

A FEW DISCLAIMERS…



 Four motor features classically taught as 

“cardinal” symptoms of Parkinson’s

▪ Tremor

▪ Rigidity

▪ Akinesia

▪ Postural instability

 Typically involve one side first, then the other 

over time

▪ First side usually remains worse side

CORE MOTOR FEATURES OF PD

Sir William Richard Gowers, 1886



 Non-motor symptoms are often as 

problematic as motor symptoms, especially 

in more advanced PD

 Many are due to manifestations of motor 

symptoms or involvement of the autonomic 

nervous system

NON-MOTOR FEATURES OF PD



 “It’s been like that for years”

 Non-motor symptoms are a major part of Parkinson’s disease and are often 

present long before motor symptoms develop

▪ Loss of sense of smell and/or taste

▪ Constipation

▪ REM behavior disorder (acting out dreams)

PRODROMAL NON-MOTOR SYMPTOMS



 Usually due to slow transit through the GI tract

 Physical activity, plenty of water are critical for 

management

 Dietary changes including increased fiber intake

▪ Many many recipes for “constipation cocktails”

▪ 2 parts wheat bran, 1 part applesauce, 1 part prune 

juice; take 1-2 tablespoons daily

 Delayed gastric emptying can lead to changes in 

medication absorption and dose failures

 Nausea is a common side effect of PD 

medications but can be managed

CONSTIPATION, ETC.



 Urinary symptoms are frequent manifestations of PD effects on the 

autonomic nervous system

 Nocturia, frequency, urgency more common than true incontinence

 Typical bladder/prostate medications are often helpful but can cause side 

effects

▪ Urologist is often a critical member of PD care team

 Sexual dysfunction including decreased sex drive and erectile dysfunction can 

occur, treated the same as if not associated with PD

GENITOURINARY SYMPTOMS



 Inability of the autonomic nervous system to compensate for the changes in 

blood distribution that occur with position changes

 Often worsened by dopaminergic treatments

 Hypotension can also occur after eating as blood flow is shunted to the GI 

system for digestion

 Most common and obvious manifestations are lightheadedness or loss of 

consciousness with position changes

 Less obvious manifestations include positional fatigue or weakness, blurred 

vision, achy shoulder/neck pain, foggy cognition

ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION



 Conservative treatments

▪ Increased fluid and salt intake, compression stockings, slow position changes

▪ Decrease or stop antihypertensives

 Medication treatments to increase blood volume (fludrocortisone) or increase 

blood pressure by constricting blood vessels (midodrine, Northera)

▪ Risk of supine hypertension

ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION



 Seborrheic dermatitis is very, very common

▪ Also common in general population but increased in PD

▪ Red, flaking, peeling, itchy skin

▪ Most commonly affects the scalp, upper face, ears, and skin folds

▪ Some evidence that a yeast found on the skin (Malassezia) can contribute and 

treatment of this may help

 Sweating controlled by autonomic nervous system

 Patients with PD can sweat too much (hyperhidrosis), too little ( hypohidrosis), 

or in mixed patterns (less in extremities, more in trunk)

SKIN & SWEATING



 Manifestations of bradykinesia

 Most common speech change in PD is hypophonia

 “Stuttering,” trailing off at the end of a sentence are also common

 Language unaffected but patients often report dif ficulty finding words or 

delays in speech

 Medications sometimes helpful, speech therapy

SPEECH CHANGES



 Occurs due to impaired voluntary control of swallowing muscles

 Patients will commonly report that they do not choke but ”need to be careful” 

or “pay attention to” swallowing

▪ Opportunity for intervention!

 Major cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with neurologic disorders 

including PD

 PD medications can help in some cases, but speech therapy is better!

DIFFICULTY SWALLOWING



 Secretly a motor symptom!

 Patients with Parkinson’s produce a normal 

amount of saliva but tend to swallow less

 Conservative treatment with gum, hard 

candies, swallowing exercises

 Medications can be effective including 

scopolamine patch and atropine drops

 Botulinum toxin injections

EXCESSIVE SALIVATION



 Mood symptoms like depression and anxiety are more common in patients 

with PD than in the general population

▪ Depression in about 50%, anxiety in about 30%

 No way to tell if these symptoms are “related to” PD or not, but principles of 

treatment are generally the same

▪ SSRIs, SNRIs, psychotherapy

 Some evidence that PD medications can help with depression and anxiety, 

especially dopamine agonists (pramipexole)

 Apathy (lack of motivation) affects about 40% of PD patients

▪ Difficult to distinguish from depression, harder to treat

 Pseudobulbar affect

MOOD SYMPTOMS



 Most patients with PD develop some cognitive changes but a minority 

progress to true dementia

▪ Slowness of thinking and retrieval

▪ Changes in “executive function”

 Dementia rates vary significantly in dif ferent studies but probably 30 -40%

 Usually develops 10+ years into PD -- early dementia suggests a dif ferent 

diagnosis!

 Older age at diagnosis, longer duration of disease, more severe motor 

symptoms seem to increase dementia risk

COGNITIVE SYMPTOMS



 Hallucinations: Seeing, hearing, feeling things that are not really there

 Il lusions: Seeing things that are really there, but thinking they are something 

else (e.g. coat on a coat rack looks like a person)

 Delusions: Strongly believing things that are not true (e.g. spouse cheating, 

children stealing, etc.)

 Can be part of disease but also can be amplified by PD medications 

(levodopa, dopamine agonists, amantadine)

 Treatment (if needed) with antipsychotics including pimavanserin (Nuplazid)

HALLUCINATIONS AND DELUSIONS



 REM behavior disorder is a classic prodromal symptom of PD but is usually 

more bothersome to spouse or bed partner than patient

▪ Can be treated if needed with clonazepam or melatonin

 Insomnia, sleep fragmentation can be either primary issues or secondary to 

other symptoms

 Daytime sleepiness and fatigue are common but dif ficult to treat

▪ Scheduled naps in the afternoon can often help “reset”

SLEEP AND FATIGUE



 Commonly associated with Parkinson’s disease

 True RLS characterized by an abnormal sensation that improves with 

voluntary movement, usually worst at night

 Periodic limb movements of sleep can co-exist and is this involves 

involuntary movements

 Similar symptom called akathisia can affect the whole body or all day

 Often responds to the same dopaminergic therapies used for PD

RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME



 Loss of sense of smell is a common prodromal symptom of Parkinson’s 

disease

 Loss of smell can also often manifest as loss of taste, as smell and taste are 

closely linked

 These are extremely common but sometimes mild enough to not be noticed

▪ 2009 study showed 96.7% of PD patients had some degree of hyposmia either by 

history or on smell testing

 Hearing usually not affected but older patients often also have unrelated 

hearing loss

SENSORY LOSS



 Dry eye is by far the most common eye symptom in PD

 Can manifest as a feeling of dryness/itching/irritation or blurry vision

 Blinking and therefore dry eye can sometimes improve with PD treatment, 

eye drops also very helpful

 Blepharospasm (dystonia of eye muscle) can be treated with botulinum toxin

 Convergence insufficiency (dif ficulty focusing on near objects) can be 

treated with prism glasses or large print

VISION CHANGES



 Often but not always a manifestation of other PD symptoms

▪ Dystonia, rigidity, frozen shoulder

 Usually treated the same as if not associated with PD except for pain that 

seems to be due to other PD symptoms

PAIN



 Non-motor symptoms are common in PD, and can in some cases be as 

bothersome or disabling as motor symptoms

 Most have various treatments, either with dopaminergic medications or 

symptom-specific

 When in doubt, talk to your doctor!

SUMMARY



THANK YOU
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